
Rocks

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Organic sedimentary Regional

metamorphism
Magma Intrusive igneous rock

Stratification Extrusive Sedimentary rock Rock cycle

1. ______________ - sedimentary rock formed by the accumulation of shell
material on the ocean floor

2. ______________ - metamorphism of a rock caused by intense pressure such
as mountain formation

3. ______________ - the interconnection of geologic processes by which one
rock type is turned into another rock type

4. ______________ - rock formed by the processes of weathering and erosion,
transportation, deposition and cementation

5. ______________ - the layering of sediments to form some sedimentary rocks

6. ______________ - igneous rock that comes out onto the Earth's surface and
hardens

7. ______________ - igneous rock that is trapped and hardens under the
Earth's crust

8. ______________ - liquid (molten) rock that is trapped under the Earth's crust
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Rocks

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Organic sedimentary Regional

metamorphism
Magma Intrusive igneous rock

Stratification Extrusive Sedimentary rock Rock cycle

1. organic sedimentary - sedimentary rock formed by the accumulation of
shell material on the ocean floor

2. regional metamorphism - metamorphism of a rock caused by intense
pressure such as mountain formation

3. rock cycle - the interconnection of geologic processes by which one rock
type is turned into another rock type

4. sedimentary rock - rock formed by the processes of weathering and
erosion, transportation, deposition and cementation

5. stratification - the layering of sediments to form some sedimentary rocks

6. extrusive - igneous rock that comes out onto the Earth's surface and
hardens

7. intrusive igneous rock - igneous rock that is trapped and hardens under
the Earth's crust

8. magma - liquid (molten) rock that is trapped under the Earth's crust
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